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I\'1PU - B

808S-BASE:D IvJ:CB.OPB.OCESSOR

GEnERAL

The BiISAI MPU-Bboard containstSeveral distinct components. The block diagram
shows these components 80lla their interaction ',. The IIk1.jorcomponents are listed:

* 8085 ~icroprocessor
'k 256 bytes of on-board HA1'll

'* Firmvrare (ROllI) monitor
* Serial I/O port
* Parallel I/O port
~. 3 pro{;ramable timers
* 5 priority interrupts

This section will deal in depth wi tll the 8035 Microprocessor. cEheothex components
will be covered in subsequent sections of this manual.

8085 PROCESSOH

The Ilv]SAI r-.PU-B board is a 8-100 compa.tible processor board designed around t.he
Intel 8085 microprocesso1.' 8.."ldits support chips. The 8085 !I1icroprocessor chip
uses the entir(-? 8080 instruction code fJIns the additional interJ:upt {j'as!\: instruc
tions 81M and RIM. An existin,g eoso code is t.herefore compa.tible with the 8080
code is therefore compatible with t.iw 60e5, provided due care is taken with
respect to r/o port addressing and timing loops.' 9:'he r/o ports on the IviPU-B

have been aEldressed such that all existing II/SAT software will 1:1.11'1without any
modification.

~
The 8085 has a clock speed of 3.0 l:,Hzwhich enables it to run 1.5 times as fast
as a standard 8080. A 6.0 MHzcrystal is connected to the 8085 on-chip cl.ocl~
generator which outputs a 3.0 MHzclock signal on the clock out pin of the 8085
Altho:-gh the 8085 uses a 3.0 r.lliz clock! a 2.0 {vlEz signal is ot;.:~putat pin 49 on
the 8-100 bus so that other S-100 bus boards may be used with the faste:r.' kPU.-B.
The clock lines, phase 1 and pha.se 2 rnn at the higher 3.0 MHzclock rate.
Although trte 8085 runs 1.5 times as fast as the standard 8080, all bUB signals
have adequate timing margins due to the 8085's more efficient use of the bus •
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MP\J-B

Power Requirem~;Jts

-_ __ ~f'-_ -.-..__. _ ..'_~

POWER REQ.UIREMENTS

The I\IiPU-13 circuitry requires four voltages, +5, -5, +12. 'llheplus and minus 12

volts for llS-232 drivers, pull-·up resistors, and the ROM are regulated by TO-220
style, three terminal regulators. Since these TO-220's regulate only a small

amount of current, they are heatsinked to the foil on the board. The -5 volts

for the ROM is regulated by a TO-220 regulator in series with the -12 volt

regulator.' The +5 volt regulator is a TC- 3 device, mounted on a heats ink • The
MPU-B +5 volt current drain is -1.3 amps typical, with a maximum of 1.6 a.mps.

A 20 millisecond reset time is provided during both power on and manual resets~

Also, the 8085 is held in reset any time should the +5 volt line drop below a
safe level. 'rhe 8085 will not resume rlmning until +5 volts is restored.

--- .. _ ..._----------------------_._-----_._--_.~ .-..-----.---- ._------------,-------------------------------



fiiErllORYMAP ANI; CONTROL PORT lOCATIONS

There are six circuits on the ~~U-B board which reside in the memory or I/O

space of the processor. The table below lists the circuits and diagram
illustrates their location in either the memory or port map.

1. Firmware (ROM)

2. 256 Bytes RAlvi (on board)
3. 3 Timers

4. Serial I/O port

5. Parallel I/O port

6. 1~U-B control port

Some of these circuits can appear in n~ltiple ~undant) locations, and some can
be IT~de to appear/disappear under command of the control port.

CCHTROL PORT

1~U-B control port is a single I/O mapped port address (F3). It is a write only

port and only two of the eiGht data bits (bits 6 and 7) are used ~ The control

port effects the three IJlemorymapped circuit components shown in diagram (ROl.l,
ruu~,TIW~RS). The effect of the control port on each ·of these circuits is as
follows:

FIRMNARE (ROM)

The firwNare ROM has the ability to reside at more than one location in memory.

Its address in rr:emoryis controlled by the last two bits of the byte in the
control port. At power on and at any reset time the control port bits are set
to O. When bit 6 is 0 the ROM is enabled and mapped at memory address 0000-

~ 07FF. Thus the ROM occupies 0000-07FF eluring the initial power on or reset

sequence. When bit 6 is 1 the ROM is disabled at address 0000-07FF ffilQ is

assigned to system memory. When the firmware ROM is enabled, system memory

address 0000-07FF is available for vlrites only. '.7henit is disabled,
0000-07FF is available for both reads and writes.

When bit 7 of the control port is 0 the firmware ROM is enabled at memory
address D800-LFFF. When bit 7 is 1 the R01,;'is disabled at D800-DFFF and this

location is assigned to system memory. When the firmware ROM is enabled,

system memory address L800-DFFF is available for writes only. When it is
disabled, D800-BFFF is available for both reads and writes.

The fir~7are ROM may appear sin~ltaneously at 0000-07FF and D800-8FFF, at
either location separately, or it may be completely removed from memory.

ON-BOARD RAf;l

The 256 bytes of on-board ruu~are controlled by bit 7. When bit 7 is 0 the

ruu~is enabled at address DOOO-DOFF. ~hen bit 7 is 1 this address is assigned

to system memory. Bit 6 does not effect the on-board lUU~. When the on-board

RAM is enabled memory address, DOOO-DOFF is unavailable for either reads or
writes.

TUlERS

1e three programable timers ,are also controlled "by bit 7 of the control port.
~ihen bit 7" is 0 the timers and their control addrss are enabled at location

D100-D103. When bit 7 is 0 the timers are disabled and this address is ass

igned to system memory. When the timers are enabled, the addresses in memory

which they occupy are unavailable for either reads or writes.
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The combination of circuits above which are controlled by bit ~.can not be

enabled/disabled separately. They can only be switched in a.nd out as a group.

As a.result, the entire block of memory space from DOOO-DFFF is used for the

above circuits when bit 7 is 0 and for system memory when bit 7 is 1. The

only exception to this is that writes may be made into system memory at address
D800-DFFF at all times since this address is occupied by ROM when bit 7 is O.

The current status of the circuits controlled by the control port may be read

by the processor. The status code appears in the status byte from the parallel

port 15, bits 6 and 7. The capacity to read this status permits a system to use

interrupt routines which can sense the system status, modify it as necessary to

service the interrupt, and return it to its original state before returning.

The processor controls the port by writing to it a data byte which has the

appropriate code in bits 6 ~~d 7. For example, if the user wanted to disable

all of the on-board filemorymapped circuits, bits 6 and 7 would both have to 1s.

Therefore, the user would write CO to the control port to accomplish this.

When executing a write cODIDlandto control port, the user ~ust be aware that
there in a 3 instruction cycle delay before the commanded change in status

takes place. The programmer must be certain that no interrupts occur duriDg

these three cycles, as interrupt cycles will be counted. D1~ cycles do not

affect the 3 cycle delay, however.

ON - BOARTI BAI;;

There are 256 bytes of RAT,';provided on the IliFU-Bboard. The RATA is located

at DOOO-DOFF, and ill2Y be enabled/disabled under software control by using the

control port. The upper portion of the on-board RlJ~area is used for variable
storage by the rnonitor program in the ROM. The rest of the RANi is free for

user storage or programs. If the monitor is not~ used, not any routines in
the ROM called, then the entire 256 bytes may be safely used.

ITlhenthe on-board RAT'il is enabled, it has priority over any system memory
which shares the same addrEJs location. Any time the program enables or disables

the RMf, there is a 3 cycle delay before the status change takes place to
allow for a jLunP or call if desired. Information is not lost in either the

256 bytes of RAI\!01.' in the system memory wilen they are enabled or disabled.

The r.•.jpU-B board is supplied with a 21\_ROl\i~which contains the monitor facilities,

power on system initialization, and boot program. The monitor includes loaders

for floppy disk, cassette tape and paper tape, as well as extensive machine
language entry and debugging features. The monitor will automatically r.un from
either the serial interface or a keyboard and V10.

The firnwTare ROM lias a selectable address. It may appear gt memory location

0000-07FF and/or :D800-DFFF. 'l'helocation is under th.e command of the control
port. The operation eration of the ROM is identical in either location, with
the following exception. ~ith the ROM at 0000-07FF a routine may access the

entire 65K of memory space of the 8085 for complete system initialization.

~hen the RO~ is located at D800-DFFF, however, write operations are restricted
from DOOO-TI7Ji'Fas the 256 byte RAlh and the timers are located there.

Under normal operation, the R01'ilis ini Hally at location 0000-07FF at power on
or after a reset. The firmware contains a cOIT@and which writes an instruction

to the control port to disable the ROlIl at 0000 and enable it at D800-DFFF. The
110M will remain there unless the user relocates it back to 0000 or tiisables it

)mpletely. (1'hemonitor cOIiJIJandsB,F, and Q. will also disable the RGrii at D800-D

'li'FF. Fand Q will also disable the ROM at 0000-07FF

The I1ffiAI2K monitor is stored in the ROM chip supplied with the N~U-B board.

The remainder of this section will deal with the monitor's operation and commands.
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h'lONITOROPEHATIOL

All monitor commands may be executed by simply typing the command with any

required parameters and then hitting the carriage return key. Any command

can be aborted before hitting the carriage return key by typing CTRL-C. Any

time a Hex address parwneter is requested from the user, any number of hex

digits will be accepted, but only the last 4 will be used. Also, the user
is not required to add filler O's. For example, if the user wishes to input

the 16 bit value 002C it may be entered as 2C. Note that this is only true
for addresses, data parameters must have 2 characters. Once a monitor

cownand has been initiated, it may be terminated before execution is complete
by typing any key on keyboard.

IWNITOR CmlJiJ\.NDSUIv"JfiARY

A - Adjust and align cassette recorder

B - Boot system

C - Call memory
E - Examine and modify memory

F - Fill memory

G - Generate sync stream

H - Load Intel hex paper tape

I - Perform direct input
J - Jump to memory
K - Switch out MPU-B and jump to address
L - Load cassette file

M - Move memory

N - Relocate disk command string address

6 - Perform direct output

P - Protect memory

Q - Switch out 1~-B and jump to VIO monitor
R - Read from diskette

S - Search memory

T - Memory diagnostic

U - Unprotect memory

V - Verify memory
W - Write to diskette

X - Execute from cassette file

Y - Relocate I/O lliU~
Z - Select baud rate
:D - Diskette allocation

:1 - Input allocation

:0 - Output allocation

PARALLEL I/O PORT

The parallel I/O provides a complete 8-bit parallel port with handshaking and

latching available in both directions. In most applications the parallel port

is used by the monitor for keyboard input. However, the monitor can use the
serial port so that the parallel port may be used for any other parallel
interfaced device.
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